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Switching a nanomagnet is all in the timing
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If a magnet is small enough, an electric current carrying polarized spins can flip it around. Scientists are finding clever ways to control this spin-torque effect precisely, both when it is wanted and when it is not.
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When a spin-polarized current passes through a ferromagnet, it induces a torque on the ferromagnetic moment, an effect referred to as spin-transfer torque, or spin torque for short [1] (see Fig. 1). This ability to flip a magnet with a current directly — rather than indirectly with a magnetic field — opens up a number of technological possibilities for magnetic memory and compact microwave oscillators [2, 3]. The spin-torque effect can also be a bit of a nuisance in some devices because it amplifies the thermal noise in a nanomagnet [4–6] — a problem for magnetic read heads. At present, many groups are exploring how to precisely control nanomagnets with a current pulse. Samir Garzon and colleagues at the University of South Carolina, in collaboration with Seagate Research, report [7] they can control the switching of a nanomagnet with a pair of ultrafast, optically generated current pulses better than with the single long current pulses that have been tried in the past. The results, reported in a Physical Review B Rapid Communication, open a new route to nanomagnetic switching.

The spin-torque effect adds a term to the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation of motion for a magnetic moment [8]. The new term describes the spin torque and is proportional to \((\mathbf{n}_s \times \mathbf{m}) \times \mathbf{m}\), where \(\mathbf{m}\) is the magnetic moment of the ferromagnet and the spins in the current are polarized along \(\mathbf{n}_s\) [9]. The direction of the spin torque turns out to be aligned with the damping torque, a typically small dissipative force that, given enough time, brings a magnetic moment back to its easy axis (the energetically most favorable direction in which the moment can lie). The spin-torque effect can therefore either increase or decrease the natural damping of the nanomagnet. If the spin torque is sufficiently large in the direction opposite to the natural damping, the magnetic moment could become unstable as it enters an amplified precession and eventually reverses its direction.

Spin torque is usually only directly observable when the ferromagnet is less than about 100 nm across [2], but as many modern electronics components are shrinking below this scale, the effect can become quite important. Because the direction of the spin torque is proportional to \((\mathbf{n}_s \times \mathbf{m}) \times \mathbf{m}\), it is zero when \(\mathbf{m}\) and \(\mathbf{n}_s\) are parallel, and any spin-torque effect in a system where the spins in the current are perfectly aligned with the easy axis would, in principle, take a long time to initiate [4, 10, 11]. In reality, the initial angle of the nanomagnet is thermally distributed about the easy axis, and this introduces some uncertainty in the initial direction of the spin torque. It has been shown that a non-collinear initial state can improve the shot-to-shot repeatability of a spin-torque-induced switch [12]. In such an arrangement, the magnetic easy axis is at a finite angle with the spin polarization of the current, which reduces uncertainties in the initial conditions and facilitates a well-defined initial spin-torque direction. Unfortunately, when there is a finite angle between the magnetic easy axis and \(\mathbf{n}_s\), the spin torque changes sign with respect to the damping torque within a single precession cycle once the orbit is within a cone angle that is less than the angle between \(\mathbf{m}\) and \(\mathbf{n}_s\) (see Fig. 1). This increases the net average threshold current for spin-torque-induced switching. This angular dependent effect has been quantitatively predicted [13] and observed for current thresholds over a time scale that is long compared to the natural precession frequency of the nanomagnet [14].

The precession frequency of nanomagnets is usually on the order of a few to a few tens of GHz. Experiments performed in the time domain can measure the switching probability distribution and determine the precession dynamics. In combination with numerical simulations, these studies reveal the dynamics and the effect of an offset bias field (that cants the easy axis away from \(\mathbf{n}_s\)) on the precession [15]. A direct, controlled observa-
The final resting position of the nanomagnet is determined by the net spin angular momentum into the nanomagnet, caused by the pulsed current. Since the pulse width of about 50 ps is much shorter than the natural precession period of the nanomagnet, the pulsed current acts like an instantaneous impulse excitation. When the pulse has a large enough amplitude, it alone is enough to pump a sufficient amount of spin angular momentum into the nanomagnet, causing it to reverse its direction. What is more intriguing is the demonstration here that one could use two pulses, timed precisely to arrive at different points on the precession trajectory of the free layer of the nanomagnet. This allows one to either coherently add to or subtract from the nanomagnet a controlled amount of spin angular momentum, affecting the subsequent precession. The proof that the pulses contribute coherently is that the switching probability oscillates with the delay between the pulses. The group also estimates that the coherence time of the nanomagnet precession dynamics is of order 1 ns, and perhaps is limited by magnetic damping.

This experiment provides an excellent demonstration of the nature of the dynamics involved in a spin-torque switch. It is also an effective way to probe the process of decoherence in real-life spin-torque devices. Understanding decoherence is important for the optimization of the threshold current and switching speed of the device, and the methodology developed by this work is a valuable addition to the experimental exploration of spin-torque effects in many materials and device systems.
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